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Physiotherapists improve movement and function for people who 
experience challenges from aging, injury, illness, or the environment. 
They promote physical, psychological, emotional and social well-being 
through prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation (World Physio-
therapy, 2023). Intensive care units (ICU) patients frequently struggle 
with limitations in physical function and activity rendering them at high 
risk for pressure injuries (PI). The development of PI is augmented by 
immobility, hypoperfusion, vasopressors, malnutrition, sweating and/or 
shearing force, whereby the increased pressure on prominent surfaces 
exceeds the capillary pressure of the underlying tissue resulting in tissue 
damage and ultimately necrosis (Nieto-García et al., 2021; Pickenbrock 
et al., 2017). This article discusses how physiotherapists with their 
specific knowledge can add value to prevent, treat or rehabilitate PI in 
ICU patients (Fig. 1). 

Early mobilization 

Physiotherapists are experts in countering immobility by progressing 
mobility from passive to active exercises, to functional activities, and 
walking (McWilliams et al., 2019). Compared to other health-care pro-
fessionals, they mobilize patients to higher levels without an increase in 
adverse events (Garzon-Serrano et al., 2011). Early mobilization is an 
important component of the evidence-based ABCDEF-bundle that in-
volves (A)wakening and (B)reathing, (C)oordination, (D)elirium moni-
toring, (E)arly mobilization and (F)amilies. A large, prospective cohort 
study (n = 1855) has recently shown that the implementation of the EC- 
components can significantly reduce immobility (95 % to 37 %) and PI 
(39 % to 23 %) which is accompanied with shorter duration of me-
chanical ventilation, length of stays and lower costs (Hiseh et al., 2019). 
Nevertheless, despite the obvious link between immobility and PI, there 
are only few studies focusing on the effect of early mobilization. A recent 
systematic review was unable to draw a conclusion due to low meth-
odological quality, high heterogeneity, and poorly defined outcome 
measurements (Nieto-García et al., 2021). Moreover, despite its benefits 
on physical function, early mobilization remains poorly implemented in 
clinical practice (Nydahl et al., 2023). The addition of physiotherapists 
in ICU teams might counter some of the common barriers such as limited 

staffing, knowledge gaps or lack of skill. 

Positioning 

Another important component of pressure injury prevention is reg-
ular positioning or frequent small body-shifts to redistribute pressure 
(European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, 2019). Due to their muscu-
loskeletal background, physiotherapists often have a different view on 
positioning that considers joint alignment. Notably, continuous mala-
lignment can lead to joint dysfunction and pain (Gustafson et al., 2018). 
A novel method to position ICU patients is the “positioning in neutral” 
(LiN) that aims to offload exposed body-structures by distributing equal 
pressure across the body while keeping the joints in alignment to avoid 
excessive overstretching or abridging of muscles. Compared to con-
ventional positioning, the LiN method seems to distribute pressure more 
equally across the body. Moreover, LiN positioning is perceived as more 
comfortable by patients and has been shown to improve range of motion 
(Pickenbrock et al., 2017). Comfort was associated with reduced pain 
and pressure in individuals with a spinal cord injury (Raab et al., 2014). 
Healthcare professionals are therefore advised to regularly assess pa-
tients for discomfort and pain from positioning. A low sedation strategy 
(ABCDEF bundle) might enable patients to provide feedback and to take 
an active role for their wellbeing thus further reducing harm from 
immobility (Hiseh et al., 2019; Nedergaard et al., 2018). Physiothera-
pists are well placed to conduct or support nurses in positioning to 
enhance joint protection and to minimize subsequent injuries. They can 
further use their treatment session to stimulate blood circulation and to 
diminish continuous pressure for example by repositioning patients 
through movement exercises. These exercises might also reveal early 
skin damage and allow targeted, timely measures to avoid worsening. 
Because physiotherapists commonly treat the same patient over several 
days, they can monitor skin continuously and are not dependent on 
handovers. Finally, physiotherapists enable patients to take back control 
over their body to reposition themselves for example by practicing in- 
bed exercises (Lehmkuhl et al., 2023). 
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Assistive devices or equipment 

Physiotherapists are competent using specialized assistive devices 
and equipment such as neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES), 
tilt-tables, specialist cushions or in-bed cycling. Bilateral NMES on the 
gluteus maximus muscles is safe and feasible in ICU patients and may 
prevent sacral PI (relative risk 0.15 [95 %-CI 0.05–0.40]) when 
randomly compared to standard care (Baron et al., 2022). NMES further 
appears to be an effective adjunctive therapy to accelerate and increase 
PI closure in spinal cord injury patients (Lala et al., 2016). Potential 
rationales for NMES are muscle thickening, pressure relief, and an in-
crease of tissue oxygenation. Similarly, blood circulation may increase 
with in-bed cycling, whereby correct use and positioning is paramount 
to avoid PI from the hard pedals. Nevertheless, the use of in-bed cycling 
did not lead to an increase in PI in a randomized controlled trial (Egg-
mann et al., 2018). Other alternatives that should specifically be 
explored to treat or rehabilitate PI are tilt-tables or specialist cushions 
that will allow mobilization without an increase of pressure in the 
affected area. For example, a patient with a sacral PI may not be able to 
sit, but could be mobilized into a standing position, and even to walking, 
with the help of a tilt-table. 

Interprofessional collaboration & education 

Complex needs require complex care. Thus, close collaboration 
among healthcare professionals is especially important for ICU patients. 
Physiotherapists bring a large box of skills and experience to this com-
plex environment. Their focus is thereby to make the (saved) live worth 
living and to start as early as possible with holistic care. To this end, they 
can contribute to multifaceted rehabilitation plans, encourage patients 
and their families for active participation, and educate other pro-
fessionals in patient handling for example how transfers can be con-
ducted with limited shearing force. 

In summary, physiotherapists redistribute pressure through posi-
tioning, early mobilization, or functional exercise. They regularly 
inspect the skin and can recognize early damage. Additionally, they can 
advise on comfortable positioning, optimal transfer strategies or suitable 

devices. Prevention is better than cure: the elements of the ABCDEF 
bundle, including physiotherapy should therefore be implemented in 
every ICU as early as possible. 
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Fig. 1. Therapeutic interventions to prevent, treat and rehabilitate patients 
with PI comprehend education, early mobilization and exercise, positioning, 
strengthening, functional retraining and ambulation. 
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